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About This Game

Hacker.exe is an atmospheric Survival Horror/Strategy/Simulation that puts you on the shoes of a hacker. Hacker.exe is a twist on
the take of an exe game, adding a more unique mystery to the game genre while also being a horror/creepy point and click hacking
simulator. Game mechanics such as tower defense strategies, puzzles, lore and quick time events are all present in the game. Your

main goal is to solve the overarching puzzle of the game whilst trying to not get caught.

The NCD is an organization that swears to protect all of it's user from hackers and viruses while they browse on the internet.
Why is this a big deal? Most people have lost hope on using the internet after the World Wide Whipe Out, an event that nearly

destroyed most of the information available on the internet. You have started this hacking career with no knowledge of your
past and it is up to you to piece together all the clues and figure out why you are now a hacker. While you hack, you notice that

the NCD, the same organization that was willing to protect it's users is involved in criminalistic activity and helps many websites
that sell illegal products thrive in this new age of technology. It is up to you to figure out why the NCD is doing all of this while

you take on the most challenging and most strategical job offers out there as a hacker. Are you ready to take this challenge?
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Features:

Point and Click Adventure

Jumpscares and Intense Mystery Puzzles

Interactive Hacking Mechanisms

Logical ways of finding the objectives

Thrilling adventure

Difficult Puzzles

Elements of Surprise

Limited Time
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Title: Hacker.exe
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
LinkUp Games
Publisher:
LinkUp Games
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: (Integrated): Intel HD Graphics or AMD (formerly ATI) Radeon HD Graphics (Discrete): Nvidia GeForce 9600 GT
or AMD Radeon HD 2400

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 80 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: 4GB RAM

English
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FHM 5 is incredibly deep and fun to play. I consider myself quite a big hockey fan, despite having never played. Therefore
tactically I am probably lacking. However, challenge mode is a blast. The game is incredibly deep and at times frustrating, but I
guess thats the life of a GM. However, i must say that the auto lines make some odd decisions!

The only real negative I have is that after deleting a game and attempting to create a new game, I get a "game name already
exists message"... quite a pain!

I also hope to see more of an online presence in the future with team recommendations and such, what tactics are best, players,
etc etc.

All in all great fun.. Highly unstable. Game crashes randomly and frequently to desktop, with a dubious pop up message inviting
you to send an error report to the developer. Had to rely on a game walkthrough video on youtube for an explanation of the plot
at that one point towards the end of the game, at the cells, as I could never get a proper explanation of the plot by the characters
without the game crashing. Had to save the game at every single stage, after every major plot sequence or dialogue, to avoid
having to repeat the segment. The game feels unfinished - like they had never worked out how to fix the bugs.

The character models only wear one outfit throughout the entire game, even though the story takes place over several locations
and several days. The female protagonist has the most awful outfit. Minor characters all look alike (guards and soldiers). A
couple of the high tech puzzles have instruction that make no sense - at least there was an option to skip the puzzles, otherwise I
wouldn't know how I could have got through the game, regardless of the game crashes.

The only things nice about this game are the story, the characters, the textures, the location graphics, the movie sequences and
the dialogue.

Only buy this game as part of the Publisher bundle as they do have nice adventure games.. This game is really great for tons of
people, mainly gays and women, but not me!. Runs perfect if installed correctly with GOG GALAXY + you get free bonus
games. Steam using fake reviews for this broken version.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Really fun, really hard. The
solo is epic and the chords have you going all over the place.. NEEDS SAVE FEATURE!! TOO HARD, HOW DO I GET
LOGS?!. I can't go full screen OR figure out the second boss.
However, the game is really cool despite that and I am hoping they address some of these issues.
An excellent start.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8HyXjoNhR2k. Thumbs Down.
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A love letter to Quake 3 Arena, except you can finally hit an enemy since everything is so clean.
eBall is fairly simple yet overall mechanically solid arena shooter with bright, clear graphics, a nice soundtrack, and some solid
level design. A satisfying game which is pretty fun and addictive, since there's no downtime and you can instantly get back in
action.

Devs are active on discord so I can only assume they'll keep working on implementing new features and adding new maps.
If you like simple time-wasting games that'll work in the office as well as at home then you'll have a BALL.. So i bought this
game, and after a while it started glitching and i couldn't play it.
I requested a refund, since it didn't work.
And didn't get my money back but yet still here I am.
I don't have the game anymore and I didnt get my money back.
That's just scam.. Ok so first off I liked the game, but I had trouble picking things up by pressing E and I just noticed it says I
played for over 2 hours when I only played 30 minutes just seems strange to me.

This is my review anyways:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rYckmKbwA_0. Take my moneyyyyy.
I wish A Sunny Day is Watching Over You was extended though.. I'm giving this a positive recommendation with a caveat:
there's bit of a frustration factor

What's frustrating about it:
-Many objects on screen (the ship, enemies, bullets) are rather bulky which oftentimes leaves little room to maneuver.
-The space ship doesn't move very quickly, so you're handicapped by less-than-avg speed when dodging obstacles.
-There's so much on-screen clutter, it might be a little confusing by what are collectables and what are harmful objects. Also
sometimes you're not sure what exactly is part of the background and what is in the foreground.

What's good about it:
-The visuals are stunning; very vibrant colors and mostly nice level designs for a schmup
-OST is fantastic, fitting to the game for the most part
-The challenge isn't over-the-top unfair although it's still quite challenging (still yet to try advanced difficulty level), but fun
enough to play
-Power ups are REALLY helpful, especially when you're powered to full capacity, then it's blast to go through the levels.

Also note:
There's a minor learning curve to the game, in which you need to acclimate to the shield and what exactly the shield can absorb,
along with the controls and bulky objects.

I'd give this a solid 8\/10. Couldn't figure out how to close the menus and the build menu covers 1\/4 of the screen. Maybe make
it slightly translucent at least? Very small resolution and maximizing the window makes everything blurry (on 1440p display
anyways). I like the concept though. Just needs more work to improve the game experience. There is no tutorial but you can
goof around and figure some stuff out. Feels more like a demo than a game. Maybe 2$ is worth that to some people but not for
me.. A surprisingly fun and well rounced racing game that manages to scare you half to death with both rhinos and semi trucks...
well played developers.
-DoItAll on Youtube. Weeeell, I don't really recommend this game. It has aged, but not exactly gracefully. It's not horrible
either. But it just isn't really good either.

For 5\u20ac, it's too little. I bought it in the Popcap Bundle, so it was alright, I guess?

Still, for demanding 5\u20ac and then giving you relatively monotonous gameplay... it's too much money. It's just too much for
so little actually happening. That's why I wouldn't recommend buying this game.

Oh, and just for the sake of completion: You play as one of four heroes to save the Iggles, a race of furry little creatures color-
coded and caught in bubbles by some kind of evil force. Yeah. That's the sum of it. You move through a little labyrinth, collect
the Iggles, avoid the baddies, and send the Iggles home with the approrpiate home fields.

And... that's it. For 101 levels in Adventure mode. Yay.
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Hacker.exe is coming out September 14, 2018!:
Hey everyone! Hacker.exe is soon to be released on the 14 of September, 2018. Make sure you stay notified of any changes or
additions to the release date!

. Bug Fixes:
There was a known bug where the progress could not be saved completely and players would loose hixcoins, viruses or any other
software while there mission progress was intact. I have fixed this issue and there shouldn't be a problem with the saving
mechanism anymore. If you find any more bugs, don't forget to make a post about it! Thank you for playing!. Minimizing Tab
Added!:
Thank you all for playing and downloading Hacker.exe! The game has been updated with a new feature. You can now minimize
the browser tab and still have your current webpage opened. In this way, all of your progress on any website will be stored when
you minimize the browsing window. I would really like some feedback and like to know what you guys think! If you have any
more suggestions, make sure to create threads with any new content you wish to see for this game! A new background has also
been added, make sure to check out the new galaxy themed background! For those users that prefer the galaxy them on mac,
here is something for all of you! Enjoy the update!
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. Black Friday Sale! Get 80% Off Hacker.exe!:
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. Walkthrough Guide for Nick's Mission in Hacker.exe:
Walkthrough
Hey everyone! Recently there has been a lot of requests to make a video in where I explain how to get past Nick's mission. I
have made a video that is available in youtube that shows you how to do the mission without trying to spoil anything. I hope that
is help those who are struggling, thanks for playing!

CLICK HERE FOR THE VIDEO
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